START DELIVERING TO CUSTOMERS
IN YOUR AREA NOW
Join Drizly, the largest alcohol ecommerce platform, to start offering delivery in your area.

No sign up, maintenance, or cancellation fees.

VISIT JOINDRIZLY.COM TO BECOME A DRIZLY RETAIL PARTNER

Why join Drizly now?

As the largest ecommerce alcohol platform, Drizly and our Retail Partners are experiencing
unprecedented growth as more consumers turn to delivery services as a safer and convenient
alternative. We stand ready to help get your store online today.
Sales to our retail
partners have increased by

476%

in the last 30 days

Customers that return to the
same Retail Partner

75%

The average order size by
customer has increased to nearly

$75

in the last 30 days

Contact our team today

RetailPartner

Visit JoinDrizly.com
Email retailsales@drizly.com
Call 774-234-1184

GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH DRIZLY
IN THREE STEPS

Easily integrate
your inventory
Sync directly with your
POS for real-time updates or
partner with Drizly to conduct
sales over time.

Start making deliveries

Grow your Drizly sales

Tap into existing demand on
Drizly to serve more
customers, using tools like the
Drizly Retailer app and our
proprietary ID scanning tech.

A dedicated account manager,
marketing support, and
customized tools and reports
to build your customer base
and sales over time.

VISIT JOINDRIZLY.COM TO BECOME A DRIZLY RETAIL PARTNER
FAQs
Is this legally compliant? Yes, Drizly is the leading alcohol ecommerce platform and was built to operate
legally with the three-tier system. We partner with retailers in over 28 states.

Who does the actual deliveries? Our Retail Partners maintain full control over packing and delivering the

orders directly to customers in their area. In some states, we can recommend third party delivery services
to add additional capacity to your store.

Are permits needed? Permit requirements vary on a state by state basis.

Our retailer representatives are here to assist you in ensuring you are properly certified to deliver alcohol
to customers.

Contact our team today

RetailPartner

Visit JoinDrizly.com
Email retailsales@drizly.com
Call 774-234-1184

